Abstract
Introduction
In line drawings, certain shapes attract our attention more than others. For example, these shapes may be the ones that are smooth, long, and closed (see for example Fig. 1 ). Shashua and Ullman [20] proposed a method, which attracted considerable attention, to extract such shapes from a line drawing.
They defined a function that evaluates the "saliency" of a curve. Their function has the following properties. First, when all other parameters are held constant, it, monotonically increases with the length of the evaluated curve. In addition, it decreases monot,onically wit8h the energy (the t,otal squared curvature) of the curve. Thirdly, the function evaluates fragmented curves, in which case it penalizes according t o the amount of fragmentation. Finally, the saliency measure is the sum of contributions from different sections of the curve, where these contributions decay with the sections' accumulated energy and gap length from the beginning of the curve. Using this saliency function, Shashua and Ullman defined the "saliency map" of an image to be an image in which the intensity value of each pixel is proportional t o the score of t,he most salient curve emanating from that pixel.
A network of locally connected elements (the Saliency Network) was proposed for cornputing the saliency map. The Saliency Network's computation involves local interactions between image locations, and its size is proport,ional t o t,he size of the image. The net,work implements a relaxation process that opt,imizes the saliency measure. As a consequence of the optimization, the network can iderkify the most salient location in the image, which could lie on either an open or closed curve. Additionally, the method attempts t o fill in gaps smoothly while simultaneously overcoming noise. The problem of marking salient locations in images is addressed differently in [8] . In 
Fidelity.
T h e saliency map should highlight the locations in the image that lie on perceptually salient curves. In particular, the most, salient locatkm in t,he saliency map should lie on t,he most perceptually salient curve rather than on any of t,he surrounding line segments.
In,variance.
In different images objects oftmen appear in different, positions and orient,at,ions or in different sizes. A saliency measure for curves should be insensitive to such variations. In part,icular, t,he measure should be invariant. t,o 2D rigid t,ransforrnations of the curve. In addition, t8he measure should be consistent over different scales. T h a t is, given two curves rl and Tz, if rl is considered more salient than rz, then rl should remain more salient when the curves are scaled uniformly.
Peiform.ance on. gaps.
In Fig. 1 as the size of gaps bet,ween edge elements is increased, our perception of the circle fades. We therefore expect the measure of saliency t o degrade wit,h gaps. Motivat,ed by psychophysical studies [5], we require a saliency measure also to penalize large gaps more t,han few small gaps of the same total size.
The Saliency Network is an efficient and elegant method, well suited t o locating salient structures in images. However, we found cases in which the network violates each of t,he above t,hree properties. On the issue of fidelity, the network indeed locates the percept,ually salient, curves, so that long, smooth, closed c,urves are preferred over short, wiggly! open ones. Nonetheless, our analysis reveals cases in which the most salient location in the saliency map is not on t8he perceptually most salient curve. For example, if t,here are short, line segments touching a salient curve, t,heri oft,en t,he short segment,s shall be judged more salient than the closed curve. In this situat,ion, the most salient, location in t,he network will not lie on the closed curve, hut it will draw its saliency from the closed curve.
Since t,he saliency measure depends only on length and curvatmure, it is invariant t o rigid transformations. We show, however, that at times the measure changes its preferences when the curves are scaled uniformly. For instance, consider a straight line and a circle of the same length. For lengths less than a certain value, t8he line is preferred over the circle, whereas for larger lengths this preference reverses.
Finally, t8he saliency measure can be applied t o fragmented curves, in which case it, will at,tenuate with gap lengt,h. However, our analysis indicates that., when circles of both t,he same size and gap length are compared, the measure prefers a circle with one long gap over a circle with few small gaps of the same tot,al size.
In addit,ion to st,udying properties of the saliency measure, we also examine the comput,at,ional properties of the Saliency Network. In particular, we analyze the convergence rate of the network and show that the run-time complexity of tshe netswork in serial implemenhtions is quadrat,ic in the number of elements. We then discuss problems due t o coarse sampling of the range of possible orientations. We show that, when this range is sampled too coarsely, undesirable effects may occur in which corners are preferred over straight lines. With proper sampling the complexity of the network becomes cubic in the size of t,he image.
Finally, we consider the possibilit,y of using the Saliency Network for grouping. We note t8hat, in contrast to other existing methods for grouping that search over the exponentially large space of all possible image curves (e.g., [lo, 12, 17]), the Saliency Network recovers the most salient curve in time complexity that is polynomial in the size of the image. However, the net,work must take a single choice at, every junction, and as a consequence has problems wit,h identifying salient curves ot,her than t8he most salient one.
The paper proceeds as follows. Sedion 2 contains definitions. Section 3 includes an analysis of the different, properties of the saliency measure. Section 4 analyzes the time complexity of the net,work computat!ion. Section 5 analyzes the effects of sampling on t,he computation. Finally, Section 6 discusses the issue of using t*he output of the network for grouping.
Definitions
Shashua and Ullman defined their saliency measure as follows. For every pixel in the image, there is a fixed set of "orientation elements" connect,ing the pixel to neighboring pixels. Each orientation element is called "actual" if it lies on an edge in the underlying image, and otherwise it, is called "virtual" or "gap. and p j , and p;j reduces the contribution of a n element according to the total length of the gaps up to that element. Further, ' The formula for ptg appeared in [ZO] as pt3 = n;=,+, p k , but the computation actually performed by the network (which is given by Eq. 4) implements the modified formula given here.
where ~( s )
is the curvature at position s. K i j reduces the contribution of elements according t,o the accurnulated squared curvature from the beginning of the curve.
The saliency @ ( i ) of an element, pi is defined t o be t*he maximum saliency over all curves emanating from p i . Shashua 
which gives
Note that because the saliency measure in Eq. 1 is Over the remainder of the paper, we will present examples of the Saliency Network on simulated and real images. Our implementation replicates Shashua and Ullman's original implementation, except that, we increased the number of orientation elements per pixel t o obtain greaker accuracy. We used twenty-four orientation elements per pixel, whereas Shashua and Ullman used sixteen elements per pixel. Also we set p = .7 as in the original implementation.
Properties of the Saliency Measure
We begin our analysis by examining the saliency measure proposed by Shashua and lillman. Section 3.1 below discusses the treatment, of cycles. Section 3.2 analyzes the behavior of the measure when applied t o simple curves. Lastly, Sect,ion 3.3 analyzes the behavior of the measure when applied t o curves that include gaps.
Cycles
The measure of saliency proposed by Shashua and Ullman is ii positive function that increases monotonically with the lengths of the curves in the image. Closed curves (cycles) are considered t,o have infinite length, even though they form finitme structures in the image. Shashua and Ullman showed t,hat their network is guaxanteed t o converge when applied t o closed curves. The reason it converges is tmhatt t,he contribution to the saliency from remote elements attenuates geometrically with the curvature accumulated from the beginning of the curve. In cycles this generates a geometric series that converges t o a finite value.
Formalby, given a closed curve r, denote by Q, the saliency of an element of r that is obtained by starting from that, element and then proceeding once around t,he curve. Denote by Ii' the total squared curvature of the cycle and by g t3he cycle's total gap length. Then by repeatedly applying Eq. 6 we obtain (7)
When the network is applied to an open curve, after going once along the curve it is possible for the network t o then take a 180' turn and walk back along the curve. The saliency of the resulting closed curve could be considered t o be the saliency of the open curve at convergence. In 13 we show that the attenuation due ligible.
Striaight lines and circles
In this section we compute the saliencies of a few simple curves. We then use these simple curves t o examine the issues of fidelity and invariance. In general, we will only be interested in the measure of saliency obtained for the most salient element of the curve. Throughout this section we shall use the continuous definition of the saliency measure (Eq. 5). We consider only curves with no gaps (we will analyze curves with gaps in Section 3.3); hence u ( s ) = 1 and ~( 0 , s ) = 1 for all s. E,q. 5 therefore becomes to the 180' is so 6 igh that the additional score is neg- For a circle of radius r , the curvature is constant, I; = l / r , and so for a circular arc of length s ,
'The saliency attributed for the circular arc is
At. convergence the saliency of the circle is given by
The score of a circle, therefore, grows quadratically with t,he radius (and thus also wit,h the perimet>er) of t,he circle. The fact t h a t the saliency of a st,raight line grows linearly wit,h its length, whereas the saliency of a circle grows quadratically with its perimet~er, suggests t,hat the network may treat the two different,ly when t,hey are scaled. Consider a straight line of length 1 and a circle of perimetser 1 = 27rr. These two entities will have exactly the same saliency when E = 0 and when 1 = 47r2 w 39.48. (The saliencies in the two cases are 0 and 4.rr2, respectively.) When 0 5 1 5 47~' t,he line will be rnore salient t,han the circle, whereas when 1 > 47r2 t,he circle will be more salient. Fig. 2 shows an example of t,hree images, each of which contains a straight line and a circle of t,he same length. Consistent with our analysis, the Saliency Network found the straight line t o be more salient than the circle at shorter lengths, and found the circle to be more salient at longer lengths.
A different, problem is encountered in the case of a circle connected t,o short line segments. Consider the picture in Fig. 3 -left. The circle seems t,o be the most perceptually salient curve in this image. Counterintuitively, the most salient element computed by the netswork is on one of the line segmentss connected t o the circle, thus violating the fidelity requirement. T h e reason is that a neighboring line segment may increase its saliency by connecting t o the circle, without affecting the saliency of the circle. Consider, for example, a circular arc of length 1 and curvature K connected smoothly t,o a circle of radius T (which corresponds t o a single element connected smoothly t80 the circle via curvature K ) . Using Eq. 6 we obtain t8hat, the saliency of the first element on the arc is ae = q r ) + c n 2 a c , (12) where r represents the circular arc and CP, is the saliency of the circle. Now, using Eq. 9, Combining Eqs. 11-13, we obtain that, If we now compare the saliency of the element, Qe, t o t8hat of t,he circle Q c = r2 (Eq. l l ) , we obtain that oDe > a, when where K , = 1 /~. T h a t is, the element, will be more salient than the circle if and only if it connects t o the circle at a curvature that is less than t4he curvature of the circle. This is consistent with the netswork's preference for straight curves. Notice that if the element is a line t.angent,ial t,o the curve ( K = 0) t,he element will be more salient t,han the circle regardless of t h e radius of the circle. This phenomenon, that curves connect,ing t,o a circle may increase their saliencies due to t,hese connections and actually beat the circle, is more likely to occur for longer curves [I] . An example t80 t,his problem is given in Fig. 3. 
Curves with gaps
One of t,he most important properties of Shashua and Ullman's saliency network is its ability t o fill in gaps while computing the saliencies. The network handles gaps by using virtual elements, which compute the saliencies of curves emanating from their locations and transfer these saliencies t o their neighboring elements. Via these t,ransfers, actual elernents evaluate t,he saliencies of curves that emanate from their locations and contain any number of gaps. The network avoids curves with large gaps by atkenuat,ing the scores of curves exponentially wit,h gap size.
In [l] we analyze the performance of t h e saliency network in the presence of gaps. Due t,o t,he saliency measure attenuating exponentially witah gap size, the network is capable of overcoming small gaps, but is unlikely to overcome large ones. As an example, consider the problem mentioned in Section 3.2, that a short line segment in t8he neighborhood of a circle may increase its saliency by connectsing t o the circle. One consequence of the fast attenuation is that, t,his problem almost disappears -cvhen the segment is not physically connected to the circle. On the ot,her hand, we show that,, due t o t,he exponential decay, very lorig st,ructiires (straight lines aiid circles) obtain very low scores even when only a small fract8ion of the curves are gaps. Examples for the maximal saliency values obt,ained for straight lines and circles witdl gaps are given in Tables 1 and 2 .
Finally, we explore the questmion of whether the network prefers fragment,ed curves (dashed lines) over curves with single gaps of the same t80tal size. A t first glance Shashua and Ullman's saliency measure appears indifferent, t o t8his property, because t,he total size of gaps is taken into account,, irrespect,ive of the fragmentation. In fact, for open curves t,here is no clear preference between a curve having marly small gaps or a few long gaps. For closed curves, however, we show that a curve wit,h a single large gap is preferred over t,he same curve with several small gaps of the same total size; tshis preference is inconsist'ent with t'he psychophysical experiments of Elder and Zuclrer [5] . 
Corripllexity and Convergence
In this section we analyze t,he cmnplexity of Shashua and Ullrnan's saliency netswork. Denote the t,otai number of pixels in the image by p and the number of discrete orientation element,s at, every pixel by b. The network has pb element,s. At each it,eration every element has t80 eva.luat,e all t,he saliencies obtained from elernenk connected t,o it. The complexity of each iteration therefore is pb2. T h e question then is how many iterat,ions are required before the net,work converges. Clearly, if we did not, allow cycles t,he longest curve may be of lengt,h p , and so the t80tal complexity of the computat,ion ~o u l d be at, most, p2b2. But, when cycles are considered, we s h o~7 below t8hat, t8he network converges in a linear number of iterations, and so t*he total complexit,g is indeed (3(p2b2) .
Given FL cycle I?, denot8e by CP, tthe score obt,ained after going n t8imes around t,he cycle, by K the energy of r, and by g the t80t8al gap size. Then from Eq. 7 t,he saliency of r is @ = @ l / ( l -pge-"). After going n. times around the cycle, t.he accumulat,ed score becomes (t,his i:; the finite sum of the geomet,ric series in Eq. 7) Define t,he relative error by
We can now comput,e t,he number of cycdes, n , needed t80 achieve an E = E error:
Assume r is a circle of radius T with no gaps. Then
The number of cycles around t,he circle is O(T). Assuming one itseration covers one unit of' arc length, the number of iterations for each cycle is 2 m . Thus, from Eq. 19 the total number of iterations needed to achieve an E error is Consequently, the total number of iterations required is O ( r 2 ) = O ( p ) , where p is the size of t,he image. As a.n example, t,he number of cycles required t,o achieve 1% error (t = 0.01, In6 sz -4.6) is R zz 2.3r/7r zz 0.7r, and t,herefore t,he number of' iterations is N By taking the maximal possible circle in t,he image, v17e accoi~nt~ for the worst case complexity of the network. This is because any larger closed curve must accumulate comparable energy in order not t o exceed t,he boundaries of t8he image. We can therefore conclude that, the worst case complexity of tshe network is O(p2bb2), which is t,he squared number of elementss in t.he net,work. Fig. 5 shows an image of a gap-free and a fragrnented circle on a noisy background. As expect,ed, the Saliency Network chooses the gap-free circle as the most, salient, curve. Using Eq. 20, we could predict, t,hat, t,he number of it,erations for the net,work t o converge on the gap-free circle is 200.
Discrete Implementations
Our analysis of Shashua and lillman's metshod has concent,rated on the t,heoretical, continuous version of their saliency measure. Shashua and Ullman proposed t,o compute this rneasure using a network of finitely many, locally connected elements. In this section we analyze the effect of computing the saliency measure on discret,e networks. We show in particular that the network is extremely sensitive t o the number of discrete orientation elements allocated per pixel.
Consider for example a nearly horizontal straight line segment. Due tto aliasing, the line may be cut in the rniddle so that. one part of t,he line is raised up by one pixel. This will induce t,wo corners t o t,he line. Consequentsly, we obtain the paradoxical result t,hat t,wo lines meeting at a corner may be more salient t8han a nearly straight continuation. Hence straight lines oriented such that t,hey deviate slightly from horizoiital will often be less salient than corners.
The discretization problem is carried over t o other, more complicated examples. Consider a circle of radius T . When T is sufficiently small, t8he circle can be approximated by a regular polygon where each side includes a single orientation element. Let K be the total squared curvature corresponding t o a turn 01 = 2x171, where n is t,he number of sides of the polygon. The 4.6r2.
discret,e saliency of such a regular polygon is given by where As is t,he arc length of the circle t,hat is covered in one iteration. Returning again t o the gap-free circle in Fig. 5 , for this circle r = 11.39 and As = 2.983 (see above), and so under discretization its saliency is 132.1. When As/r2 is small,
The approximation in this equation improves as r increases; this happens when the number of sides in the polygonal approximation increases arid as a result fitss a circle more closely. When r is big so t3hat a good approximation by a regular polygon would require finer orientation changes (less than 27~/b), a faithful discretization of the circle would involve many inflections (t,hat is, clockwise turns balanced by counter-clockwise t.urns). These inflections would be penalized unduly by t8he network.
We could improve the saliency of the discretization if we instead represent, the circle" by a regular polygon with b sides; each side now contains more than one element. This, however, will still not result in a reasonable approximation t o the continuous saliency of the circle. This can be seen by t,he following observation. Eq. 21 gives the saliency of a regular polygon with b sides, each of unit length, in tterms of K , the t80tal squared curvature assigned for a t,urn of F. T h e saliency of a similar regular polygon in which every side is of length 1 is given by T h e saliency of a regular b-sided polygon, therefore, increases linearly with t8he length of each side, 1. Since 1 is direct,ly related t80 t8he radius of the c.ircumscribed circle, the saliency of the polygon also increases linearly with t,he radius of that circle. Since the continuous saliency of a circle grows quadratically with the radius of the circle (Eq. 11), we obtain t h a t , as r grows, the saliency of the polygon will considerably underest,imate the saliency of the circle.
The results shown in this section establish that the Saliency Network faces serious difficukies due t o discretization of the range of orientations. A faithful implementation of the continuous saliency measure would require a very fine discretization. T h e number of orientation elements needed t o completely avoid tmhe problems mentioned in t,his sect,ion is of the order of Jir, where p is the total number of pixels in t,he im- 
Applications t o Grouping
The Saliency Network is viewed by many people not only as a mechanism for shifting att,ent,ion t,o salient structures, but also as a method for the initial grouping of curves. The problems of ident,ifying salient struct,ures and the grouping of curves are not identical. Saliency can be viewed as the problem of identifying the "odd man out," whereas grouping is the problem of identifying image structures that are likely to belong t o a single object. The criteria of length and straightness can separate a smooth object from a background of short, broken curves e.g., a disc on ate for segmenting equally-smooth objects in cluttered scenes, since long smooth curves often will traverse a few objects. For example, Fig. 6 shows a case where t,he Saliency Network successively finds a curve t,hat belongs t o an object of int,erest (top images), and another case where the most salient curve traverses more than one object (bottom). Nevertheless, in many cases the salient curves may lie on objects of interest, and so may be useful for grouping.
In [l] we show t h a t because the saliency measure is extensible if two different objects are touching, then always the best curve through one of the objects will merge into the other; t,his situation is illustrated by the real image example in Fig. 6 , where the boundary curves of two objects (a flashlight and a telephone) merge together. Also due t o extensiblity elements next to the most, salient curve will tend t o become salient tthemselves. This creates a problem when two objects are t,ouching since t o obtain the contour of the least salient object one has t o trace the contour from the least salient element, on t,he two objects. Finally, we discuss problems occur when the network is run for a small number of iterations. We show that in t,his case closure is not encouraged by the network. In addition, we show that, although at convergence the most salient, curve can be traced with a simple procedure, the tracing procedure is not guaranteed to extract the best, curve.
Conclusion
The Saliency Network is a mechanism for identifying salient curves in images based on length and straightness. The method is attractive for several reasons. First, the measure of saliency generally prefers long and srnooth curves over short or wiggly ones. In addition, the network is guaranteed t o find the most salient structure according to the measure. While so doing, the network fills in gaps with smooth completions and t,olerates noise. The network itself is locally connect,ed and its size is proportional t o the size of the image. The locality is further emphasized since the contribution of remot8e elements to the score of a given element attenuates with the curvature and gap length separating the remote elements from the given element.
Our analysis revealed, however, certain weaknesses with the met,hod. We found cases in which t,he most salient element does not lie on t,he perceptually most salient. curve. Furthermore, we showed cases in which t,he saliency measure changes its preferences when curves are scaled uniformly. Finally, we found that for certain fragment,ed curves the measure prefers large gaps over a few small gaps of the same total size. a background of grass), but they may b e inappropriWe belileve that t8he weaknesses of the Saliency Network are due largely t o two important properties of the saliency measure which are imposed by the Network's computation. The ttwo properties are (1) extensibility and (2) geometric convergence for cycles. Extensibility implies that an optimal curve must be composed of sub-curves that are tshemselves optimal. Due t o extensibility, saliencies can be computed efficiently using a procedure of recursive opt,imization (dynamic programming). One of the benefits of extensibility is that, although the Saliency Network finds the element from whic.h the best curve ernanates rat,her than extracting the best curve itself, the best, curve can be extracted through a simple tracing procedure. Also due to extlensibility, however, the met.hod has difficulties at junctions; t,his leaves unclear how one could use the method for grouping in cluttered images.
The second property exhibited by the saliency measure is that the measure decreases in a geometric series when evaluated along a cycle. This property, which is essential for convergence, was used in t8his paper t o compute the network's time complexitmy. In particular, we showed that, the number of it,erat,ions is linear in the size of the image, and as a consequence the overall complexity in serial implementations is quadratic in the size of -the network. This complexity result, is based on the assumption that, the number of discrete orientations per pixel is independent of the size of t,he image. On the other hand, we also showed t,he network's rankings of c,urves can be significantly altered when t,he range (of possible orientations is coarsely sampled. With proper sampling, however, the complexity of the network becomes cubic in the size of the image.
In sum, extensibility and geometric convergence enable the saliency measure t o be opt,imized and the optimal curves to be recovered efficiently (in polynomial time), but ais the same time they restrict the set, of possible functtions that can be used as measures of saliency. Partly due t o this restriction, the chosen measwe has certain properties which counter that which we believe is expected in a measure of saliency.
It remains t o be seen whether variations of the current measure can be defined that remedy some of its weaknesses while still allowing t,he saliency map and most salient curves t o be computed efficiently.
